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ATELIER TAO+C,
CAPSULE HOSTEL AND BOOKSTORE IN

VILLAGE QINGLONGWU
CHINA

For the project, the architects regenerated a 232sqm building into a
capsule hostel capable of accommodating up to 20 people, as well as
incorporating a community library into the ground floor of the 7.2m
high, two-storey space. The biggest challenge for the project was
ensuring privacy in the accommodation area, while creating openness
in the public spaces.

L&C DESIGN INC
MADE IN YORO! KURA PROJECT

 JAPAN

Made to revitalise the area by creating a space for arts exhibitions,
workshops and events, the MADE IN YORO! KURA project included
renovating and converting a 170-year-old warehouse into a
community space and guest house. Movable partitions have been
added to easily adapt the space for various uses, and it now
includes a kitchen, toilet and shower room.

CCTN DESIGN
SHOUGANG NO. 3 BLAST-FURNACE

MUSEUM
CHINA

ICompleted in December 2019 and situated in the north-west of
Shougang Park, the project has turned a previous blast furnace into a
museum. The design focuses on preserving the industrial heritage of
the site, while also removing now-defunct industrial buildings and
creating a dialogue between the blast furnace and its natural
surroundings.
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Imagery: 
Capsule Hostel and Bookstore in Village Qinglongqu - Su Shengliang
Made in Yoro! Kura Project - Photograph by Ioto Yamaguchi
Shougang No. 3 Blast Furnace Museum - CCTN Design, Xia Zhi
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CHRISTOFF:FINIO ARCHITECTURE
BENNINGTON COLLEGE COMMONS

RENOVATION
USA

Reinforcing Commons’ unique character and history, the renovation of the
Bennington College Commons building is the first substantial upgrade to
the building, since its inception as the original centrepiece of the
College’s 1932 Beaux-Arts campus plan. Part of the brief for the project
was envisioning how the building can continue to serve the college for
decades to come.

DONGQI ARCHITECTS
CONCEPTS 

CHINA

Dongqi Architects were commissioned by CONCEPTS to renovate a
100-year-old, Shikumen-style (‘Stone Warehouse Gate’) building at the
South Block of Xintiandi into the brand’s first concept store in China.
The space has been divided into two distinguishable, contemporary
interiors, while the front has been preserved in the original Shikumen
style, common of old Shanghai buildings.

FEILDEN CLEGG BRADLEY STUDIOS
MURRAYS’ MILLS

UK

Situated in Manchester’s Ancoats, Murrays’ Mills is the world’s
oldest surviving steam-powered cotton mill. Feilden Clegg Bradley
Studios was commissioned to transform and reuse the Mills to drive
the regeneration of the area and create homes for the new
community; the Mills’ layout and heritage informs how this
regeneration has been achieved.
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Imagery:
Bennington College Commons Renovation - Scott Frances
Concepts - Qingshan Wu
Murrays' Mills - Daniel Hopkinson
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GENSLER
GENSLER EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS

UK

Looking for a new European headquarters in London, Gensler chose
to reposition this building in Wapping rather than building anew. One
of the project’s aims was to create an active, transparent façade that
would complement the surrounding environment and bring the inside
outside; as a result, the front façade was removed and extended by
3m into the square.

JTP
PENNINGTON STREET WAREHOUSE

UK

JTP has creatively reused and adapted a Grade II listed building in
London to create its new self-designed studio of architects,
masterplanners and placemakers. It was important for JTP for the
whole practice to be engaged and involved in setting the brief;
collectively, they agreed the new studio needed to be vibrant, creative,
collaborative and that sustainability improved.

MARCY WONG DONN LOGAN ARCHITECTS
CENTER STREET GARAGE

USA

The Center Street Garage was created to combat the lack of parking
capacity for individuals visiting Berkeley’s thriving Downtown Arts
District. The project replaces a 1950’s City-owned garage with a new
eight-level facility, which contains 720 parking spaces (an increase of
300 spaces), as well as secure bicycle parking, retail space, an art
gallery and café, and garage staff offices.
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Imagery: 
Gensler European Headquarters - Johan Dehlin
Pennington Street Warehouse - Craig Auckland / Fotohaus
Center Street Garage - Billy Hustace, Marcy Wong
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MEI ARCHITECTS AND PLANNERS
FENIX I

THE NETHERLANDS

Originally built in 1922 for the Holland America Line, this warehouse in
Rotterdam has been developed and renovated by Mei Architects and
Planners into a mixed use scheme including quay houses; offices; a
public parking garage; a B&B; catering facilities; and an extensive
‘culture cluster’. The project also included creating a new 40m long
inner street that connects the city with the quay.

NERI&HU DESIGN AND RESEARCH OFFICE
THE BRICK WALL – TSINGPU YANGZHOU

RETREAT
CHINA

Completed in October 2018, The Brick Wall – Tsingpu Yangzhou Retreat is
a 20-room boutique hotel situated near Yangzhou’s scenic Slender West
Lake. The project called for the adaptive reuse of several old buildings –
giving them new functions – as well as adding new buildings to
accommodate the hotel’s capacity needs, bringing both the old and new
together cohesively.

SQUIRE & PARTNERS
47-49 NOTTING HILL GATE

UK

For this project, Squire & Partners revived a tired 1950s building,
transforming it into a new flexible, contemporary office space for a
collection of small to medium businesses. The brief included
improving the existing building and enhancing the public realm, with
the team choosing to replace the existing façade above the
ground/first floor, and increasing the available office floor space.
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Imagery: 
Fenix I - Ossip van Duivenbode, Marc Goodwin | Archmospheres, Peter Hooijmeijer, Bart van den Hoek
The Brick Wall - Tsingpu Yangzhou Retreat - Pedro Pegenaute
47-49 Notting Hill Gate - Matt Clayton
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STUDIO SEILERN ARCHITECTS
ANDERMATT CONCERT HALL

UK

Studio Seilern Architects was tasked with creating a world-class
concert hall, which would become the centre point of Andermatt’s
new village square. The team raised a large section of the roof in an
existing underground space; not only did this increase the total
capacity of the venue, but it also transformed the hall into a sculptural
object within the village.

TEAM_BLDG
THE VILLAGE

CHINA

Originally matchbox-type corridor houses built in the 1950s-1960s,
The Village an apartment complex that has been updated both
internally and externally. Located in the Yuexiu District of Guangzhou,
the building urgently required updating to improve the living
conditions of residents, but the team faced a major obstacle of a low
budget (150-180 US dollars per square metre).

TSINGHUA TONGHENG 
URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN INSTITUTE 

QINYUAN STATE-RUN FERTILIZER PLANT
TRANSFORMATION

CHINA

An abandoned state-run fertilizer plan was chosen to become the main
meeting place for Hexi Village’s ‘Rural Revitalization Forum’ thanks to its
contribution to the area’s past development. The project required the
renovation and rebuilding of the plant, with the design team creating north and
south plazas, and balancing the old structure with its new functions.
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Imagery: 
Andermatt Concert Hall - Roland Halbe, Kanipak Photography, Studio Seilern Architects
The Village - Jonathan Leijonhufvud
Qinyang State-Run Fertilizer Plant Transformation - Shengliang Su; Weiqi Jin; Yu Zhou


